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MEXICO PERCEIVED: a virtual archive
A substantial collection of factual and impressionistic photographs has resulted from 50 years
of geographic research in Mexico. Major grants came from the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of Canada and the National
Geographic Society. Positive responses in publications, lectures
and exhibitions indicated a valuable resource that needs to be
made accessible.
Some 1500 images have been selected from a total of about
7500; they have been groomed and digitized at high resolution.
They elaborate on research themes, reflect the process by
which the collection was accumulated as well as the purposes it
served and are backed by a bibliography of the author`s
publications. A spread sheet has been developed; a parallel
narrative on its rationale is nearing completion. Work remains
on the enhancement of the data base in order to facilitate
searchability.
The samples here include a view in 1962 of new settlement on the tropical `frontier` along
Mexico`s Gulf Coast. What initially seemed hopeful clearing for
agriculture soon came to be seen as ecologically problematical
deforestation. Below this are remains of ancient wetland
agriculture in Veracruzan lowlands; their discovery helped to
establish a new paradigm for the interpretation
of prehistoric subsistence in Mesoamerica. Aerial
exploration was always key and ground
exploration always followed. Ethnographic
vignettes were inevitable, and poetry as well. All this may be considered
‘Human Geography’ or perhaps ‘Environmental history’, as in the diminishing
pine forest on the eastern edge of Meseta Central, just above Perote.
The assembly of the archive was begun in response to congenial urging and moral support at
the Institute of Ecology (INECOL) in Jalapa, Mexico.
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Professor emeritus, Geography, UBC
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Virtual Archive Narrative
MEXICO PERCEIVED

Preamble:
A substantial collection of factual and impressionistic photographs
has resulted from the author’s 50 years of geographic research in Mexico.
Major grants came from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada as well as the National Geographic Society. Positive
responses in publications, lectures and exhibitions indicated a valuable
resource that needs to be made accessible.
Some 1500 images have been selected from a total of about 7500;
they have been groomed and digitized at high resolution and are
assembled on a spread sheet. They represent a geographer’s protracted
exploration within Mexico and specific field investigations. The main
categories identify the sequence of initiatives, some of which are
subdivided as to main locations. The substance of the imagery is
summarized below; it is intended that it will be made searchable in some
detail by means of key words.
The archive is not ‘regional’ geography, that is a comprehensive
survey of the country, nor is it ‘systematic’ geography, that is a sequential
treatment of landscape elements in the sense of the classificatory
terminology that prevailed at the time the first forays were undertaken. It’s
more like the ‘imaginary’ geography recently conceptualized, that is an
interpretation of place from a particular perspective and with particular
predilections.
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Many of the images, particularly those resulting from aerial
exploration, served as primary research material and could well yield
further results. Considering the time that has gone by, many of the images
have taken on historic significance. The images are not to be considered
as just illustrations, although many have served that purpose in
publications, nor just as teaching aids, although I did rely on them quite
heavily in my instruction. Some are visual poetry.
The individual images are meant to evoke in their own right, to make
their allusions, to do their ‘work.’ Thus, the collection cannot be very linear,
it can take the viewer in various directions, which is to be facilitated by
searchability.
Selections have been shown in exhibitions in Canada and Mexico,
most recently as a contribution to the celebration of the 40th anniversary
of the Institute of Ecology in Xalapa, Veracruz, in August of 2015. Dr.
Sergio Guevara Sada, the former director of the Institute, initially proposed
the idea of an archive and has supported the project throughout.
Main archive categories, subcategories, summaries and image tally
01

Entanglement

(Number of images: 35)

Fascination took hold, as it happens, in 1957 in the small town of
Mitla, in the state of Oaxaca, a long-lived-in place with an ancient
temple, a colonial church and tired fields all around. I liked the look, the
sounds and the smell of the place; I had been made receptive.
Links were tautened in the summer of 1960 during a long road trip
with my friend John Dyck, through Mexico on a not terribly reliable 1954
Chevrolet. This would be an exploration with a sweep such as I was only
able to experience that one time, from Sonora to the Yucatan and a bit
over the eastern border of Mexico into British Honduras, now Belize.
This early travel yielded lasting impressions of physical landscapes,

especially the dramatic results of vulcanism. I could test a good deal of
what I had read. I looked down many streets, considered the vernacular
5

forms of buildings, I grouped Mexicans, those who were tolerant enough
to let me, into tableaux. John and I were Mennonites, I was intrigued by
Mexican Mennonites. I had had an introduction to Anthropology; we
needed to visit the Lacandones. I found myself looking intently at what
was being done on the land, and at the proliferation of ranching. I caught
many aesthetically pleasing compositions. I was enmeshed, ‘enredado’.
02

Transiting Northern Borderlands

(29)

There’s a fine long German word for these borderlands:
‘Durchgangsländer’; the word translates boringly to ‘transit lands’. The
journey through to the Mexican heartland has sometimes seemed as long
as the German word.
A. Highways southward and eastward. The collection includes
intimations of Mexico along one or another of the highways
leading southward and eastward.
B. Baja California. A most agreeable mid-winter foray.
03

Early Investigations

(94)

Southern Veracruz. Pursuit of a Ph. D. dissertation in Geography at
the University of Wisconsin, following the agrarian
action, migrations, change, new settlement, pioneering, forest
clearing (which became problematical ‘deforestation’ in a few
decades ), ‘colonization’ along the Candelaria River – ground and
aerial exploration.
04

Aerial Discovery and Ground Investigations of Prehispanic Wetland
Agriculture (239)
A. Remains of intensive prehispanic wetland agriculture (‘raised
fields’) and a web of canals in the Candelaria River basin of
Campeche, led to shift of paradigm in interpretation of Maya
6

subsistence, later series of paleo-ecological investigations and the
outlines of an environmental history of the region.
B. Contingent explorations of the Yucatan Peninsula: antiquities,
traditional household gardens, henequen industry, shifting
cultivation, forest gardens, mysterious ‘bajos’
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Aerial Prehistoric Discoveries in the Labyrinthine Humid Coastal
Lowlands of the State of Veracruz (174)
A. Central Veracruz:
Aerial and ground investigation of a labyrinth - numerous repetitions
of the gentle slope between terra firma and open water on the sides
of wetlands; elaborating a heuristic model of micro-topography and
land use, past and present, related to findings in the Candelaria
River basin, widely applicable. Also examined: vast arrays of ‘stone
lines’ on slopes bordering some wetlands, remains of a means of
conserving moisture, related by astronomical orientation to
agricultural remains in wetlands. Concepts tested in a close
examination of the gentle slope near the community of El Palmar.
B. Northern Veracruz
Aerial reconnaissance of wetlands in numerous alluvial lowlands
north of the La Antigua River, many indications of ancient
canalization in aid of intensification of agriculture, many striking
ceremonial centers revealed by deforestation and the spread of
pastures on neighboring hill lands. Promising opportunities for future
research
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06

Landscape studies in the canyonlands/’barrancas’ east of Huatusco
and west of the port of Veracruz (37)
Photographic results of excursions with graduate students in
Anthropology into dramatic landscapes
Key findings in M.A. theses by Daniel Millette and Jorge Servín
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‘Groundtruthing’ AHS analysis (1990) of 19 C observers' accounts of
Central Veracruz. (43)
Field tracing of the literary representation of an altitudinal continuum
from a mountain escarpment in the Sierra Madre Oriental above
Jalapa to the sea at the port of Veracruz – in effect matching an
actual with an imagined landscape. This became a critical
examination of a prejudicial historical evaluation of tropical lowlands
– they needed to be drained - and a means of reflection on
problems of development, as well as a comparative foil in my
prehistoric investigations in the same region. I was surprised by some
continuities.
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‘Imagining’ the Gulf Lowlands as a Region (225)

The lowlands around the Gulf of Mexico have already been referred
to repeatedly. In 03 visual results of early investigations in the lowlands are
presented, the mid-20th C ‘March to the Sea’ was strikingly apparent –
diagnostic of the rural Mexico of the times. In 04 images are presented
that made it was possible to realize the prediction in archaeological
literature of ancient intensive Maya agriculture in the lowlands. In 05 it is
shown how this was amplified in lowland Veracruz. 06 samples the striking
canyon landscapes of the western margins of Central Veracruz, which run
out into the lowlands. It was possible to undertake immensely enjoyable
excursions and research with graduate students. 07 traces what is still to
be seen in the landscape of Central Veracruz, between Perote and the
port of Veracruz, relating to 19thC literary representations by outside
observers – an evaluation of a fateful evaluation. All these are fairly
specific objectives. In the years of lecturing on Mexico at UBC, in the toing
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and froing between investigations and other commitments in the lowlands
and now in the preparation of this collection a larger coherence was
apparent, or at least could be imagined – not as in ‘fantasy’ but as in the
sense of ascribing meaning from a particular perspective or predilection.
The region can be circumscribed in physical environmental terms; 08
begins with a map that alludes to Robert West’s very useful treatment of
Mexico’s physiography. It’s hot and humid terrain, various climatic
elements can easily be drawn in to detail this; Rzedowski’s regionalization
of vegetation corroborates it. Historically this was the destination of
Mexico’s 20th C ‘March to the Sea’, which was rather decisive for me on
first arrival. Change was underway, the direction of that change was
controversial; there was vitality. Ranching was spreading, the forest was
retreating; this seemed heroic at first but would soon prove ecologically
ominous.
The Gulf lowlands had long seemed peripheral to ancient highland
cultural centers, but would soon be shown to have been densely
occupied and intensively used. All this has been fascinating, particularly
when ‘Viewed from Above’ as my first exhibition of Mexican aerial
imagery was entitled.
Category 08 touches on many subjects; it begins by following several
of my ‘descents’ into the lowlands, then proceeds through the various
aspects that intrigued me, all of which is to be searchable.
Much of my education in matters Mexican was received in the Gulf
Lowlands; this sustained my early teaching at the University of British
Columbia. I found amiable mentors and was hosted graciously, without
fail.
The Lowlands were never very comfortable physically, except
perhaps briefly in some January as a refuge from a Canadian winter. I
came to understand a bit about the rigors of ‘entradas’- by Spanish
soldiers in the colonial period or American soldiers in the 19th C. I was
impressed by the work required to clear land under such circumstances. I
was never inclined to rhapsodize over these tropics, but visual poetry did
sometimes happen. Nothing like the cool of early morning or a fast ride on
a river.
9
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Appreciating Urban Bases (481)
A. Mexico City

The political boundaries that slice through this urban area are
complex, the objective here is simpler and vaguer, to trace my visual
responses to the sea of lights that emerges as one comes southward on to
the Central Uplands at night, or, in daylight, to make sense of the endless
reticulation of streets under smog lapping against volcanos - the
metropolitan area, one of the world’s truly massive cities, the heart of the
country. The organization, again, is idiosyncratic and autobiographical,
but searchable.
There have been numerous arrivals and departures. Inevitably urban
elements and processes were obtrusive, especially since I came out of a
geography department with a strong emphasis on urbanization. In
representing the city to students it was easy to render it as cancerously
expansive; sometimes I was moved to photograph its relentlessness, as
downtown on the Glorieta Insurgentes across from the hotel where I
usually stayed. Motorists obviously needed to be aggressive, to go for any
space available. I was astonished at the treatment of garbage, the
intensity of recycling right from pick-up. The city was sinking, unevenly, by
reason of the extraction of ground water. The air was often grey. Like
other large cities it can be dangerous. ‘Hay que cuidar.’ Sometimes the
whole impression was apocalyptic: walking alone somewhere near
Reforma in the dead of one particular night I heard a tap-tapping, a
sculptor was making his art of a tall dead tree.
I practised ethnography out of my hotel window, this yielded one of
the stronger series of images in this whole collection. I habitually
conversed with taxi-drivers. “Have you been assaulted?” Then soon, “
Have you been stuck behind a demonstration lately?” I made one
attempt at 16mm color filming in the city, much of it out of the windows of
a VW beatle, a ‘bocho’.
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Waves of visual poetry repeatedly overtook documentation as for a
time in the Colonia Roma, the ambience of my hotel, when someone very
effectively painted murals on blank walls. Material remains of times past
were spread out, surrealistically juxtaposed, each weekend in the
Lagunilla and other antique markets. There were other historic and
prehistoric allusions on every hand. Sound and light shows over pyramids!
At Christmas lights were showered up into the trees. I viewed the center
deliberately from the ‘Torre Latinoamericana’ around the points of the
compass, and of course during descent and ascent at each visit.
My main impressions of the city were sustained during reparatory
research in libraries and governmental offices regarding topics and areas
outside of the capital, as well as conference and teaching commitments,
particularly the numerous excursions with anthropology and history
graduate students participating in one or another of my intensive seminars
at IBEROAMERICANA and UNAM. I meant to convince people of the
usefulness of human geographical analysis in neighboring fields. Often we
went to the ‘zona chinampera’, the ‘floating gardens’ that don’t float. (I
haven’t been able to resist including some views of Burmese ‘floating
gardens’ that do float.)This ingenious, immensely productive ancient
agricultural system provided vital points of reference for the remains of
ancient precursors to something similar that I was investigating in the Gulf
Lowlands.
Mexico City was only briefly ever ‘home’, when Alice and I lived in
an apartment on Antonio Caso in 1961 and 1962. Some relatives lived
across the way; a cousin uncle had stayed in Mexico during the family’s
migration from Russia to Canada via Mexico in the 1920’s. Our own
frequent coming and going has generated a network of collaborators
and friends.
B. Surrounding Uplands
Basic to this series is the map of the basins and volcanoes of the
Mesa Central in Robert C.West immensely useful and durable
essay:“Surface Configuration and Associated Geology of Middle
America” in Handbook of Middle American Indians, Volume One: Natural
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Environment and Early Cultures. Austin, University of Texas Press, 1964, pp.
33-83. The map identifies the essentials of geomorphological context,
landforms and hydrography; it helps to place the remaining forests in their
altitudinal setting.
Once one is out of the big city the air is clear, the sky is bright and
the horizons are fringed with volcanos, this is what the Mesa Central has
always been famous for. On my many crossings I have always been
conscious of traversing a cultural/historical core. Vast agricultural lands
extend over the basins, at key locations there are still ‘Cascos’ of
haciendas, some ruined, others being gentrified as country residences.
Numerous remains of an hydraulic infrastructure remind one of Angel
Palerm’s magisterial field investigations on hydraulic systems and his
admirable legacy in Mexican anthropology.
There are numerous historic churches, of course. I often stopped to
take a compass reading at a church door, verifying Tichy’s striking
identification of a wide web of astronomical orientations pertaining to
prehistoric cultures but still underlying the colonial architecture, roads and
properties in parts of the Central Uplands.
Venerable vernacular architecture persists here and there,
particularly where wood was plentiful until recently. Traditional agriculture
is apparent in places too, surrounded now by the modern facilities and
monocropping necessary of the advanced provisioning of the massive
urban market.
Hillside terracing, some vestigial, some still in use, is striking in Tlaxcala.
One image (#1261) reveals more than most of just how inexorably the
cities of the Central Upland are obliterating agricultural land.
The surroundings of Tehuacan have been very instructive in my
interpretation of Mexican landscapes as well as a famous archeological
investigation of early man on the Mesa Central - and of controversial
excavational methods.
There was an opportunity as well to visit a very different scene of field
investigation, the agricultural, ecological and ethnographic study by
Father Bernardo Gus of a mountainside community on the southeastern
12

fringe of the Central Uplands. It was based in the well known program of
Social Anthropology at the Universidad Iberoamericana and backed by
the scholarship of Dr. Alba Gonzalez Jacome.
This series circles again into the streets of Mitla, the small town in
Oaxaca that entangled me.
C. Veracruz City
Mexico’s major port on the Gulf figures prominently, after the capital,
as point of arrival, departure and overflight. It was the base for my
dissertation research in the early 1960’s. At its airport I could usually find a
light plane to rent and we were allowed to take off with a door removed,
which was always critical for aerial photography. Here I could also get
weather reports in order to judge cloud cover. From here I set out on the
many explorations of the Candelaria Basin in Campeche (Siemens, Oxf)
and on the long series of flights over the Tuxtlas (Siemens 2009). The latter
were immensely facilitated by the pilots and planes of LIGHTHAWK, an
American organization that flies at cost in aid of ecological projects. The
frequent departures from this base allowed easy inclusion of areas of
interest in Central Veracruz, including the wetlands with remains of
ancient raised field agriculture (Siemens, et al ?) and the landscapes
traversed by 19th C observers (Siemens 1990). Eventually the city itself
became a focus for a collaboration with Dr. Patricia Moreno-Casasola y
C. Sarabia on the amazing lakes and wetlands within the city of Veracruz
(2006)
Inevitably I collected a sequence of aerial views of the city over
more than half a century; they are portraits for its history. There were
surprises, none more than the university that suddenly appeared in a
‘protected’ wetland. The central plaza was always interesting and then
really lively at night. In the morning one could go out and watch the
fishing off the beach at Boca del Rio.
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D. Jalapa
This city has a paradisiacal reputation, and merits it mostly; it can be
miserably cold, wet and foggy in winter. Alice and I lived here in an
apartment for several years and have come back frequently. For some
years after my retirement from the University of British Columbia I have
been a visiting investigator at the Instituto Nacional de Ecología (INECOL)
in Jalapa and have lectured in various departments of the Universidad
Veracuzana. We have an affinity for this place and many friends.
Jalapa extends over a considerably accidented topography. The
colonial scheme of its core is still just noticeable, more obtrusive are the
skewed grids of successive expansions, including some ‘fracionamientos’
in development. I’ve explored this cityscape whenever it has been
possible to rent a plane at the airport and depart from here for fieldwork
in the lowlands, swinging over the city first. Often it’s socked in.
The streets are rich with historical allusions (Siemens, 1990), but usually
choked with traffic. The real charms of the city are its botanically and
agriculturally exuberant immediate surroundings. Urbanites look for
country retreats among coffee and banana plantations and what
remains of stands of mixed deciduous and coniferous forests.
Nineteenth century observers noted how the citizens came out to
the watergate of the wall that surrounded Veracruz to watch the storms
that came with ‘nortes,’ the southern protrusions of cold North American
air during the winter. Weather as theatre, I’ve followed this theme in
Jalapa as well. Tropical air often comes westward during the rainy season,
soaring up dramatically over the city, bringing downpours. And there is
subtler theatre too, when sunlight lights up the landscape in the early
morning, as though it were a stage set, touching Mt Orizaba first and then
the town. I usually come to a particular hotel and to one of a group of
rooms that overlook the city, from which I observe the effect. ‘Balconería’
offers the visual results of my protracted reflection on the nature of this
temperate mid-slope place in a tropical context – a poetic articulation of
my habitual human geographical response to landscape after extensive
historical research and ecological sensitization.
14
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Colaborating on the Investigation of the Environmental History of Los
Tuxtlas (113)

This series of images grew out of collaborative research at the
Instituto Nacional de Ecología (INECOL) in Jalapa. The most useful
explanatory narrative may be found in a book that resulted:
Alfred H. Siemens. 2009. LOS TUXTLAS: Una manera de ver (A Way of
Seeing), Comisión Nacional para el Conocimiento y Uso de la
Biodiversidad, México, D.F. www.conabio.gob.mx
The book outlines the discipline of aerial reconnaissance and
oblique aerial photography as applied in the pursuit of the environmental
history of Los Tuxtlas, a mountainous region of the state of Veracruz in
Mexico. It is written in Spanish and intended, more than anything, as a
reading in graduate studies within disciplines that consider the relationship
of man and the environment through time. Various themes suggest
themselves, such as the subtleties of the replacement of tropical forest by
grassland, the many marks of the use of fire and the practise of ranching.
Emphasis is on the potential of the discipline for the searching out of
ancient remains in deforested lands. The main contribution is a map of
some 50 still mostly unstudied ceremonial centers within the coastal
piedmont and numerous wetlands with hints of patterning, all georeferenced. Various new maps are included, as well as some 75 full-page
oblique aerial photographs in color, many of which have appeared in
various exhibitions in Mexico and Canada. The book is accessible in its
entirety under its title in www.landscapephotoart.com
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Gathering Folkloric Markers (‘Caras y Mascaras’)

(102)

The images in this final substantive category of the virtual archive present a
selection out of the folkloric dancer’s masks assembled in Mexico from the early 1960’s
onward, alongside field research on various themes, including agricultural subsistence
systems past and present in the tropical lowlands. The masks are presented here
within a rather idiosyncratic scheme that reflects how they were gathered,
appreciated and actually used by a human geographer. All this has been set out in a
separate essay under current discussion with Dr. Guevara.
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It has turned out to be difficult to say anything straightforward about the masks.
They are a poetic, even magic rounding off of the archive. For me they embellished
the systematic exposition of prosaic and decidedly earthy subjects. They have been
counterpoints to my science, unsystematic but essential. They vitally enriched my
appreciation of the cultures of the country that fascinated me for many years and
hosted me often.
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Recognizing Collaborators (82)

Images of collaborators in the various explorations and investigations
represented in this collection – with my sincere appreciation.
Narrative pending.
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Samples of Images and Datasheets

Sample Photo Captions:
1. First aerial recognition in Maya region of artificial prehistoric
features in wetlands: ‘raised fields’/’protochinampas’
(#04A_00135.tif on spread sheet)
2. Complex of ‘raised fields’, focus of paleo-ecological field
investigation with Richard Hebda. (#04A_0130.tif on spread
sheet)
3. Hypothesized ancient fish hatchery, field investigation with
Dennis Puleston ( #04C_0145.tif on spread sheet)
4. Historical dyewood skids (#04C_0146.tif on spread sheet)
5. ‘Rancho’ along Candelaria River, Campeche, in 1969 – rare
now ( #4E_0158.tif on spread sheet)
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11 04A_0134.tif

0134.tif

04

A

0134.tif

Campeche

1969 Floodplain of upper Candelaria River

Early aerial view of artificial features - raised fields/
protochinampas

12 04A_0135.tif

0135.tif

04

A

0135.tif

Campeche

1968 Floodplain of upper Candelaria River

First aerial recognition of artificial features - raised
fields/protochinampas Alfred H.Siemens

Campeche

Extensive remains of protochinampas/raised fields on
floodplain of Candelaria River just west of the village of
1969 El Tigre

13 04A_0136.jpg

14 04B_0137.tif

15 04B_0138.tif

16 04C_0139.jpg

17 04C_0140.tif

18 04C_0141.tif

19 04C_0145.tif

20 04C_0146.tif

0136.jpg

0137.tif

0138.tif

0139.jpg

0140.tif

0141.tif

0145.tif

0146.tif

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

A

B

B

C

C

C

C

C

0136.jpg

0137.tif

0138.tif

0139.jpg

0140.tif

0141.tif

0145.tif

0146.tif

Campeche

Campeche

1969 Excavation of raised field opposite village of El Tigre

Trench across remains of canal on Candelaria floodplain
70 opposite village of El Tigre

Stratigraphy: contemporary soil, levee deposits,
paleosol with fragments of wood, ancient raised field
surface, C14 date - ca 1720 BP (Siemens and Puleston
1972)

stratigraphy: contemporary soil, historical infill of
ancient canal between remains of raised fields, light
toned lacustrine sediments below

Campeche

Oblique air photo across ancient riverine cultural
landscape with handwritten annotations identifying
ancient remains: canals and 'ridged'/raised fields as sent
Aerial view across floodplain of Candelaria River west of for comment Completely misinterpreted by Adams et
al, 1981, in SCIENCE
1972 village of El Tigre

Campeche

Left to right: forested terra firma, inner floodplain
margin - lowest level, remains of a pod of raised
fields/protochinampas, remains of canal parallel to river Typical location and array of ancient remains on floodplain possible strategic importance. Candelaria River off to
the right
1969 of the Candelaria River

Campeche

Contempoary open canal from Candelaria River to
1970 community of Chilar

Probable analogue of ancient canal structure and
use.Two men poling loaded canoe ('cayuco') from paths
along spoil heaps on both sides. Easy movement of
freight.

Campeche

Hypothesized ancient fish hatchery in from Candelaria
1969 River left bottom over flooplain. Cf. image 0129

Hypothesized entry of fish fry from river at high water,
isolated in 'canal' as water drops, grown fish harvested in
fish drives during dry season

Campeche

Possible complex of remains of historic canals/skids for
dyewood logs from terra firma right top to Candelaria
1969 River bottom left

21 04C_0148.tif

22 04C_0149.tif

0148.tif

0149.tif

04

04

C

C

0148.tif

0149.tif

Campeche

Hypothesized node in ancient cultural landscape: terra
Remains of ancient canals radiating from Candelaria River firma, floodplain, hill land in hook - numerous mounds
and burials
1969 at apex of prominent hook

Campeche

Well hidden entry from Candelaria River into open
1976 contemporary canal shown in image 0141

Strategic aspects of canal construction in times of
endemic conflict may be plausibly inferrred in the
interpretation of ancient waterborne transportation

23 04C_0150.tif

0150.tif

04

C

0150.tif

Campeche

early 1970's

Canal remains opposite village of El Tigre on Candelaria
River

Distinguishing (1) cross-floodplain access canals from
river to settlements and agriculture on terra firma (2)
along-floodplain canal possibly for evasion in time of
conflict

24 04C_0151.jpg

0151.jpg

04

C

0151.jpg

Campeche

early 1970's

Canal lines crossing Candelaria River floodplain

Probable remains of canals/skids used in historical
extraction of dye-wood

25 04C_0153.tif

0153.tif

04

C

0153.tif

Probable prehistoric canal lines across Candelaria
floodplain opposite colony of Miguel Hidalgo. Cf image
1969 0109

Campeche

26 04E_0155.tif

0155.tif

04

E

0155.tif

Campeche

27 04E_0157.tif

0157.tif

04

E

0157.tif

Campeche

28 04E_0158.tif

0158.tif

04

E

0158.tif

Campeche

2002 Village of El Tigre on Candelaria River

late 1990's

Cleared and extensively excavated site of Itzamkanac

Expanded and developed village of El Tigre. Road
connection to town of Candelaria, solar power units in
some households. Community had become an ejido.

Compare with aerial view of site in 1969, image 0125

1969 Rancho' on bank of Candelaria River

Traditional pole and thatch structures, typical farmstead
of early historical 'ranchos'. Rare by 2000

Comparable community to that in image 0158. Cf later
photo of village of El Tigre in image 0155 (2002) Main
house in foreground is home of Gomez family
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1969 Rancho of El Tigre on Candelaria River
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Campeche

Map of early settlements, mostly 'ranchos,' along the
1937 Candelaria River

One of principal excavated structures of the site of
Itzamkanac
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Campeche

1970's

El Tigre

An uncle as child minder
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Campeche

early 1970's

El Tigre

Don Gregorio Gomez, 'paterfamilias' in his milpa

late 1990's

1972 El Tigre Don Gregorio Gomez' family after his death

1970's

El Tigre

1976 El Tigre

Delegation of village men at dawn off to Campeche
City on business related to formation of their ejido

Teacher and primary school students
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1969 El Tigre

Sergio Gomez son of Gregorio Gomez, one of our
field assistants in front of the family house, patio
animals
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Campeche

1976 El Tigre

Village children
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Campeche

early 1970's

El Tigre

Don Gregorio Gomez and the new village school
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Campeche

early 1970's

River shore in front of El Tigre

Cayuco' (dugout), motor launch, two main means of
riverine and canal transportation, children at play
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